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Wash and Wax technology

Facts and Figures

Traditional Car Care Systems Eco-Friendly Systems

Facts and Figures

Comparison Chart

High Pressure Steam 

Vapour Technology

Our Technologies

This technology is based on biodegradable micro-polymer 

encapsulation technology that essentially uses wetting 

agents to wet and encapsulate dirt and grime in a 

anti-scratch protective layer. A microfiber cloth is used to 

wipe and trap dirt inside the microfiber's of the cloth thereby 

preventing the dirt from scratching and swirling the surface. 

The chemicals used generally contain a detergent and a wax 

that washes and waxes your car in one easy action. They do 

not contain any form of Teflon or silicone additives that many 

traditional car care products contain.

Totally waterless solution

Provides a better result (i.e. Wash & Wax)

All ingredients are bio-degradable

Contains no VOC’s, silicones, Teflons, 

Hydrocarbons or Petrochemicals

Based on anti-scratch encapsulation technology

More cost-effective over traditional wash systems 

(i.e. Cost per car is less than R10)

Wash is inclusive of a wax coating

No specialist knowledge needed

Based on spray and wipe technology

Cleans light to heavy soiled vehicles

Waste hundreds of litres of water

Are time consuming

Do not provide consistent results 

Are not cost effective

Require specialist car care knowledge

Expel hazardous chemicals that are not biodegradable

Contain hazardous chemicals & VOC’s

Are concentrated with petroleum hydrocarbons

Are messy and require separate demarcated operating areas 

Require by law that grease traps be fitted to the 

drainage system

Cannot guarantee a scratch free and consistent result, 

contrary to popular belief 

Generally need high pressure washers to assist in 

water saving- not effective

Do not waste precious water 

Are convenient and require less effort

Provide consistent, equal if not better results

Are cost effective and save you time as well as money 

(i.e. Cost per car is less than R10)

Do not require specialist car care knowledge

Are completely biodegradable

Contain no volatile organic compounds (VOC's) or 

other hazardous materials

Contain no petroleum hydrocarbons

No run-off is produced

Do not require the installation and maintenance of 

grease traps 

Vehicles can be cleaned literally anywhere (i.e. In 

workshop, wash bay, parking bay...etc

Dispensing via trigger sprayers, garden sprayers 

or electric sprayers

Equipment maintenance is minimal

Uses less than 4 litres of water to wash a car

Deep cleans exterior and interior surfaces

Able to disinfect interior surfaces

Is chemical free

Uses 500w of 220v power and 4 litres of 

diesel every hour

4 operators can work simultaneously

Can be used in a mobile setup

EU Safety Certificate for safety standards

Maintenance friendly

Designed to operate 24/7 

Complete/alternative to traditional pressure washers

This technology is totally chemical free and makes use of a 

steam vapour generating pressure washer that transforms 

water into pressurised steam vapour. The steam vapour is 

dispensed through a steam gun onto the surface and once 

again microfiber cloths are used  to wipe and trap dirt inside 

the microfiber's of the cloth thereby preventing the dirt from 

scratching and swirling the surface. No chemicals are used in 

the wash process at all. This system is also the only car wash 

technology in the world that can disinfect a variety of car 

interior surfaces. 

DURAWASH FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY ... SEE PAGE 4 STEAMSPA FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY ... SEE PAGE 4
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Autobody Detailing Claybar

Brushware

Dispensing Bottles

Interior Cleaner

Inclusions in the franchise:

Electric Rechargeable Dispensing Tank

Commercial Waterless Wash and Wax

Tire Shine

Multi-Clean

Duratech Microfiber Towels

Quick ‘n Slick Paint Protection System

16l

250l

50l 

50l 

100

6 x 750ml 

Letterhead Design 

Basic Website Presence

Durawash Email Address

Branded Apparel (i.e, T-Shirts, Caps and Jackets)

Branding Elements Included:

1000

5000

Business Cards with loyalty program

A5 Flyers

Fixtures & Fittings Design

Signage  Design

Vehicle Wrap Design

Promotional Items

Location Activation Media

Optionals

As and investment opportunity, Durawash offers 

entrepreneurs South Africa's most affordable and 

best value for money mobile waterless car wash 

franchise opportunity.   

Durashine Technologies is committed to supplying and 

supporting high performance eco-responsible car care 

solutions that are not only sustainable but are 

commercially viable.

With this objective in mind we have packaged our 

eco-friendly waterless wash and wax car care solution 

into an attractive franchise opportunity.

The Durawash business model is focused on eco-friendly 

methodologies and technologies. A typical Durawash 

franchise incorporates limited co-branded naming 

rights, training, support, branding, corporate identity 

and a professional face to eco-friendly car care. It is no 

secret that the future of commercial car care services lies 

in the provision of convienience and is the focus of the 

current Durawash models, namely the ability to run from 

a fixed location, completely mobile or both.

A customer experience model is in place to support & 

drive a well-rounded investment, ensureing pride of 

ownership. 

YOUR NAMEYOUR NAME

WATERLESS CAR WASH FRANCHISE

NO MONTHLY ROYALTIES       FRANCHISEE DISCOUNTS       FIXED OR MOBILE

CLEANS 1000-1500CARS
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EXPERIENCE THE SANITISING POWER OF STEAM

Franchisee’s can target the folowing markets:

Eco Estates;

Town House Complexes;

Cluster Homes; 

Private Individuals;

Mobile Car Wash Solutions;

Corporate Parks;

Parkades & Malls;

Furniture;

Beds, Cots & Prams;

Carpets;

Rental Homes;

Caravans;

Busses;

Blinds;

Kitchens;

Bathrooms/Toilets;

Restaurants;

Lodges;

Kids Play Areas;

Factories.

Astra Steamer EVO

Industrial Vacuum

Steam Hose Protection

Duratech Towels

Water Softening Filter

Brushes & Dispending Bottles

Vehicle
Fixtures & Fittings Design
Signage Design
Vehicle Wrap Design

Promotional Items
Location Activation Media 
Other Cleaning and Vallet Chemicles.
Generator

The STEAMSPA solution is packaged as a turnkey  business and can be 

packaged to include a panel van in the franchise setup.

Can be run as a mobile, fixed location or both.

FRANCHISE EQUIPMENT INCLUDED 

Anti-Bac Multi-Clean

Tyre/Trim Dressing

Leather Cream

Quick ‘n Slick Paint Sealant Polish

Auto Detailing Clay Bars

Aircon Disinfectant Spray

75l

75l

25l

6 x 750ml
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FRANCHISE CHEMICALS INCLUDED 

Business Cards with Loyalty Program

A5 Flyers

Letterhead Design

Basic Website

Steamspa Emails Address

Branded Apparel (i.e, T-Shirt, Caps & Jackets)

FRANCHISE BRANDING ELEMENTS

FRANCHISE OPTIONAL EXTRAS

HOMES AND OFFICES

STEAM CARWASH & VALLET

PREMIUM MOBILE STEAM CLEANING SERVICES

STEAM VAPOUR FRANCHISE

CLEANS approx. 

2000
CARS

NO MONTHLY ROYALTIES       FRANCHISEE DISCOUNTS       FIXED OR MOBILE

Steam Vapour technology uses high pressure steam vapour 

generated by a diesel fired boiler to deep clean as well as 

completely sanitise and disinfect surfaces. The Steam is dispensed 

through high pressure steam guns.

STEAMSPA is designed to be South Africa’s first complete mobile 

premium steam cleaning and valet service offering. The franchise 

will offer consumers the highest standards of service and value by 

harnessing the cleaning, sanitising, disinfecting and deodorizing 

properties of steam vapour technology . As South Africa’s first; 

consumers will enjoy STEAMSPA’S ability to clean and sanitise 

virtually any item, surface or area in a safe and hygienic manner. 

The key benefit of the offering is the mobility and convenience of 

the service because steam vapour technology uses very little 

water,  produces little or zero runoff so no drainage is needed 

therefore the surrounding environment is not affected at all. 

Franchisee’s will not only be able to steam wash and valet cars but 

clean/disinfect/sanitise homes, offices, restaurant kitchens, planes 

and boats, the list of applications are truly limited only to one’s 

imagination. 

The STEAMSPA franchise only uses eco-friendly technology and 

methodologies, saving water and energy and having an absolute 

minimal impact on the environment while delivering a multitude 

of cleaning services.

KITCHENS & BATHROOMS
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